Program Code

OMDP19P03

Title Of the Program

Lean Thinking

Date of the Program

3 - 4 May 2019

The Lead Faculty

Dr. Jitendra Sharma

Objective

The program is designed to assist the organization and the participant to
gain an understanding of the underlying behavior of the processes and how
to make improve them using lean approach to make them more effective
and efficient.

Description/Content

Lean is a method to improve industrial and administrative processes.
Striving for an optimal flow is therefore the fundamental principle of Lean.
Lean concentrates on maximizing the value which 'streams' towards the
customers, and it traces and eliminates waste. This is done by gearing the
steps which add value to any process, and by eliminating steps that don't
add value. Since lean has already achieved a lot of success in the field of
manufacturing, it is now becoming very popular in service industries of
different nature and has evolved itself from lean manufacturing to lean
thinking. The program will have an overview of lean thinking concepts,
capabilities and limitations. Foucs will be on Toyota Production System and
their waste reduction technique, a gold standard in operations. Lean
elements like Poka yoke, JIT, Jidoka, Kaizen, 5S, etc. will be covered. Main
focus will be on division of activities into value add, non-value add and
required non value add.

Target Group

For middle to high level corporate executives of both manufacturing and/or
service sector, especially for those who would like to see radical
improvements
in
efficiency
and
productivity
of
their
department/organization. This program is also suitable for the
entrepreneurs and CEOs of SMEs.

Takeaways

The participants would be able to:
 Understand the basic philosophy of lean thinking
 Appreciate the purpose, utility and capability of various tools and
techniques
 Utilize and implement these tools and techniques in their
organization

Pedagogy (tools and
techniques etc.)

It will be rich blend of classroom delivery, group exercises and activities,
case studies, and other multimedia tools and audio-visual aids.

Program Fees

 Rs. 8000/ +18% GST for Non-Residential Option
 Rs. 10500/ + 18% GST for Residential (Twin sharing) option
 Rs. 12500/ + 18% GST for Residential (Single occupancy) option

Last date for
depositing fees

Tuesday, April 23rd , 2019

Mode of Payments

Bank Details:
BENEFICIARY BANK
BENEFICIARY
NAME:
ACCOUNT TYPE:
ACCOUNT NO:
IFS CODE:
BRANCH
SWIFT CODE

Inclusions

Contact Details

YES BANK LTD
INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY,
NAGPUR
SAVINGS BANK ACCOUNT
002894600000221
YESB0000028
VIP ROAD, CIVIL LINES, NAGPUR - 440001 INDIA
YESBINBB

 For Non-Residential : Academic Fees + Program Kit + Breakfast +
Lunch
 For Residential (Twin Sharing): Academic Fees + Program Kit +
Accommodation (twin sharing) + All Meals + To and Fro transport
from a pick up point in Nagpur
 For Residential (Single Occupancy): Academic Fees + Program Kit +
Accommodation (single occupancy) + All Meals + To and Fro transport
from a pick up point in Nagpur
 Shubhangi Juneja (MDP Coordinator)
 Connect on +91-7447777558
 Write us – mdp@imtnag.ac.in

Early Birds @ 10%: If booked 20 days in advance from the start date of the particular program
Group booking @ 10%: If booking is done for 3 and more persons from the same company

